
June Jordan (1936–2002) was born in Harlem and grew 
up in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn. She became, in her 
lifetime, the most published African  American poet in 
American history. Her twenty-eight books include poetry, 
essays, short stories, children’s books, opera libretti and 
young adult novels. On the East Coast, Jordan taught at 
the City College of New York in the SEEK Program, at Yale, 
at Sarah Lawrence College, and at the State University of 
New York at Stony Brook, where she was Director of the 
Poetry Center.

In 1988, she accepted the position of Professor of 
African American Studies at the University of California, 
Berkeley.  There, she founded  and directed  ‘Poetry for 
the People’,  the most innovative, exciting  creative 
writing programme  in the country, which is still 
flourishing. Wherever Jordan travelled – Rome, Missis-
sippi, Baltimore, Nicaragua, Minnesota, Paris, Palestine, 
Iowa, London, Kosovo – it was, as Paula Finn so aptly 
wrote, ‘to smell the air, speak with the people, and take 
her own measure of events’ and she always brought back 
news with her that would not otherwise have been heard. 

Her articles appeared in the Progressive, the Village Voice, 
The New York Times, Ms. Magazine  and  the Nation.  She 
received a National Endowment for the Arts grant; her 
name is on the Stonewall LGBTQ+ Wall of Honour; and a 
school in the San Francisco was posthumously renamed 
after her.

Jordan’s passionate, riveting Haruko/Love Poems (1994) 
was a landmark work of love poetry published by a Black 
woman. 
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Praise for June Jordan

‘In political journalism that cuts like razors, in essays 
that blast the darkness of confusion with relentless 
light, in poetry that looks as closely into lilac buds as 
into death’s mouth … she has comforted, explained, 
described, wrestled with, taught and made us laugh out 
loud before we wept … I am talking about a span of forty 
years of tireless activism coupled with and fuelled by 
flawless art’ Toni Morrison

‘[June Jordan] is among the bravest of us, the most 
outraged. She feels for us all. She is the universal poet’ 
Alice Walker

‘[June Jordan’s] lifelong devotion to justice, equality 
and radical democracy seemed to revolve around 
the pleasure she felt in hurling beautiful words at a 
world full of racism, poverty, homophobia and inane 
politicians determined to present this awful state of 
affairs. There was always joy in her rage’ Angela Davis

‘[June Jordan] wanted her readers, listeners, students, 
to feel their own latent power – of the word, the deed, of 
their own beauty and intrinsic value’ Adrienne Rich

‘The energy and seriousness of these poems are 
impressive and, like the essays, they are the work of a 
writer of integrity and will’ Darryl Pinckney, The New 
York Times

‘Jordan brings to life people, places, things and books 
that nourished her mind and character’ Los Angeles Times
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‘Though best known as a poet, she wore many other 
hats. All of her identities were rooted in a passion for 
social justice – accompanied by the belief that the 
powerless could eventually prevail … in defence of truth 
and justice’ Washington Post

‘A poet of the people … The legacy of June Jordan is a 
gift to us in that it allows another opportunity to think 
not only about what poems are, but also about what 
poems can do’ Jericho Brown

‘Jordan puts love and delight in her poems, not just 
vengeance and justice … Writing is an act of faith in a 
future where meaning is possible. Some poems may 
make nothing happen, but any poem has a formidable 
potential, an energy that, in the right conditions, can 
cross time to change a life’ Elisa Gabbert, The New York 
Times

‘A powerful voice for radical love and justice. June 
Jordan is a poet for the ages’ Poets.org

‘A wonderfully direct and heartfelt love poet … the 
poetry of June Jordan is fully alive, set free in brilliant, 
timeless flight’ Carol Rumens, Guardian

‘The core of Jordan’s work is deeply political, in the 
public sense of the word, and personal: in her hands, the 
two concepts are braided together, separate yet bound 
in intent. To be human in her times, in these times, is as 
much of a public act as a personal one’ Chicago Review of 
Books
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‘Jordan displays without fail her major strengths. 
Those strengths – a propulsive way with the line and an 
emotional stance of intensity – are employed to wide-
ranging effect. They can appear in sharp bursts … or 
the rhythms can expand and the intensity turn mystic 
in a mode reminiscent of parable … or they can be used 
to pacifist purpose in revising one of America’s poetic 
chestnuts … Jordan aims to inspire her readers, not 
merely fill them with rarefied air’ Harvard Review

‘[Jordan’s poems are] so immediate and vibrant in their 
effect that they seem to be happening right there on the 
page’ Kenyon Review

‘June Jordan’s poems and essays are survival methods, 
love notes, smoke signals and courageous testimony’ 
Aja Monet

‘I can think of no writer more committed to making 
space for our voices in the world, and I can say without 
doubt my life in poetry – all it has been, all I dream it to 
be – would be impossible without June Jordan making 
that space. And I know I am one of many. We’re like a 
big choir, singing because June Jordan showed us how’ 
Ross Gay

‘Always urgent, inspiring and demanding, Jordan’s 
work has left its indelible mark everywhere 
from Essence to The Norton Anthology of Poetry, and from 
theatre stages to the floors of the United Nations and 
the United States Congress’ BOMB Magazine
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‘[June Jordan] pressed for answers with a dizzying 
array of political and personal passions – as a woman 
towards other women, often other black women, other 
poets, men, women and children facing political, sexual 
and psychological adversity in the face of power’ San 
Francisco Chronicle

‘Jordan begs us to trust one another and to tell the truth, 
to read the world more closely, to learn the wisdom of 
those who came before, who resisted before, and loved 
before. She laid a foundation, leaving a revolutionary 
blueprint for poetry to transform our lives beyond the 
white gaze and its literary imagination’ Publishers Weekly, 
starred review 

‘Sceptical, angry and sick of unexamined beliefs and 
hypocrisy, Jordan writes warrior poems: muscled, coiled 
and unerringly accurate’ Booklist

‘Jordan was a populist who engaged in a wondrous and 
troubling struggle with the world and herself. At times, 
she was a mother without a husband, or a poet without 
a publisher, but she could never be accused of being a 
woman without a vision. Her reflections on Dr King’s 
legacy mirror her own: “How could anyone quarrel with 
the monumental evidence of his colossal courage?” 
Jordan’s days were spent in constant revelation. Read 
her words, risk your own unveiling’ Village Voice
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‘June Jordan’s work, at this point and for many years 
now, is perfect … She manages to tap that place where 
race and sexuality, class and justice, gender and memory 
come together. She doesn’t go with the cutting-edge idea 
but reaches for that difficult terrain where others may 
fear to tread’ Margaret Randall, American Book Review 

‘Jordan’s poems are marked by an unmistakable energy 
… [Her] insight develops alternately through confession 
and observation in language alternately intense and 
comical, sincere and sarcastic’ Art Voice

‘[June Jordan’s] work is in the great stream of American 
populism, from Walt Whitman to Carl Sandburg, to 
Langston Hughes and Lucille Clifton and beyond. 
[Jordan’s poetry] also is highly individual, passionate 
and searches for justice, but it’s also remarkably tender 
… Indeed, Jordan is a poet who doesn’t blink, either 
looking at beauty or at social realities’ Santa Fe New 
Mexican
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xvii

Introduction

In Haruko/Love Poems, June Jordan’s tremendous 
virtuosity exemplifies not only a richly expansive work but 
also a radical spirit. Jordan was an influential voice from 
the 1960s onwards alongside the likes of Angela Davis 
and Alice Walker, figures who wrote about Blackness, 
womanhood, sexuality and the intersectionality of all 
three in illuminating ways. She was a literary activist 
before the term was even coined, as well as a dexterous 
thinker, possessing an agile ability to move between forms 
while delivering intelligent, incisive pieces seemingly 
effortlessly. I first discovered Jordan in my twenties, 
ordering a copy of Directed by Desire with bated breath.

Prior to that I had read her poem ‘I Must Become a 
Menace to My Enemies’. It left me stunned, reeling even. 
Here was an unapologetic, bold Black female force that 
was a gathering thunder on the page, like her having 
thorns as fingers that spilled ink. To say that she had a 
strong impact on me while I was discovering my voice 
would be an understatement.
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xviii

A revolutionary bisexual artist who shifted paradigms, 
to me there was and still is no one like her. In my opinion, 
June Jordan is the greatest poet that ever lived. That she 
is not more widely recognised in the canon is because she 
was Black, female and bisexual. Jordan exemplified the 
power of words to unlock hidden truths within us. During 
those earlier years, trying to create stories out of thin air 
with pens doubling as a magician’s wand, Jordan’s work 
was my fuel and sustenance. I read several poems of hers 
daily, clutching them like teeth moonlighting as jewels.

I have always felt that June Jordan was operating from 
a place of love. Never more so than in this collection. 
Love drives us, makes us move through our realities 
differently, reconfigures our internal landscapes which 
are gardens that need tending. These poems reflect that, 
oscillating between bold love, quiet love, tender love, 
cannily reshaping life as we know it. In Jordan’s hands, 
these facets of love feel like revolutionary acts, both in 
terms of love for others and love of the self. In ‘Poem for 
Haruko’, Jordan laments the peaks and troughs of love.

I never thought I’d keep a record of my pain
or happiness
like candles lighting the entire soft lace 
of the air
around the full length of your hair/a shower
organized by God
in brown and auburn
undulations luminous like particles
of flame
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xix

But now I do
retrieve an afternoon of apricots
and water interspersed with cigarettes
and sand and rocks
we walked across:

How easily you held
my hand
beside the low tide
of the world

Here the body doubles as a record-keeper of sorts, storing 
memories of a potent connection it brings to the surface. 
The sweetness of simple acts together is crystalised, 
possessing a stirring luminescence. Reading this piece 
opens up a sliver of space inside one’s chest, where 
snapshots of moments with former lovers linger waiting 
for release. The line water interspersed with cigarettes 
epitomises Jordan’s powerful, sometimes barbed lyricism; 
the sharpness, the dark beauty, the surprise of it, the way 
it stops you in your tracks. Her ability to throw poetic 
curveballs is staggering. As well as being an out and proud 
bisexual woman, Jordan advocated for queer communities 
by writing about their intimate lives. Love between a man 
and a man or a woman and a woman is just as important 
as love between straight people.

The poem ‘12:01 A.M. for Haruko’ offers an intimate yet 
vigorous portrait of lovers intertwined in the seductive 
hour between midnight and a looming new day. It reads 
like a cartography of their interactions, where everything 
from impulses purified by fingertips on the face to tissues 
and cells of their bodies as configurations is recognised.
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xx

Thinking about chocolate
I woke up
and tried to move
but where you kept me
nipples and the milk
of mystery bestirred the mouth
of my imagination

Forget about fever
Forget about healthy or unhealthy
this or that
At times
the flesh below the thin skin
of your naked leg
seems to my pilgrim lips
a living column smooth but swollen
with the juice of my new
destiny

This is fleshy and sensual. The combination of a physical 
and cerebral attraction makes this a beautiful offering. 
The exploration of female desire, bodies caught, almost 
trapped in the heady allure of each other. The use of nipples 
and milk feels boldly intentional, provocatively maternal. 
Love for the female form is made majestic under Jordan’s 
craftsmanship. There is a molten core here. Indeed, that 
feeling of being unable to resist a kind of love that can 
feel all-encompassing. Even the line Forget about healthy 
or unhealthy/ this or that sparks a shooting splinter of 
recognition.

Jordan saw her bisexuality as a form of liberation, once 
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xxi

openly stating ‘If you are free, you are not predictable and 
you are not controllable. To my mind, that is the keenly 
positive, politicising significance of bisexual affirmation 
… to insist upon the equal validity of all the components 
of social/sexual complexity.’ She was fully aware that who 
you love, especially as a Black woman, is political whether 
or not others resist that framing. Even more contentious 
is having agency in the matter of which gender to love. And 
Jordan daring to embrace that sense of personal agency 
in every aspect of her life is what makes her writing so 
fiercely disruptive.

I would be remiss not to mention her efforts interro-
gating the structural systems both in the United States 
and internationally that cause damage to Black bodies. 
Jordan’s fearlessness and activism was part of who she 
was. It is important to note that such work, unfortunately 
often left to the victims of systemic violence, takes a toll. 
Its costs to the body and mind are impossible to quantify, 
burdens that can manifest in mental health issues, poor 
physical health and a sense of disenfranchisement, along 
with a shorter lifespan.

That Jordan so willingly put herself on the front lines 
is a testament to her artistic integrity. Her poems were 
often missiles aimed at the system. Even her love poems. 
This is important to recognise because in the absence of 
love we breed fear and hate. The context is relevant in 
its connection to this collection. These systems define 
those who are worthy of love and desire. On one level 
the poems here are odes to love in all its wondrous 
iterations. On another, they are forms of resistance in 
and of themselves.
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In ‘A Poem For Haruko 10/29’, the loss of a lover and the 
longing and loneliness that follow in the aftermath ripple 
through the piece in a series of painful reverberations.

wherein an ending to my love
for you
will stretch its scaly
full length into light
that shrivels
innocence
and warps the silent mouth
of adoration
into bitten
blighted
bloom

Here Jordan explores love that feels destined to unravel 
yet nevertheless leaves one changed on a cellular level. 
Her scalpel-sharp, evocative description of the distortions 
that occur as the sweetness wanes, the sense of doom in 
the mutating of that silent mouth. There is bleakness 
there. The frustration of silence and what sprouts within 
it which makes a person feel helpless at the inevitability 
of a separation. Still, a sense of momentum propels the 
poem forward, a rhythm that feels surprisingly optimistic, 
further illustrated by its ending on a bittersweet note.

Admittedly
I do not forget
the beauty of one braid
black silk that fell
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as loose as it fell long
and everlasting as the twilight
anywhere

A striking aspect of Jordan’s work is that she did not shy 
away from female anger in her writing. She was neither 
controlled by the ‘angry Black woman’ trope nor did 
she adhere to societal weaponisation of it against her. 
Instead, she recognised the fullness of her humanity. 
She embraced her righteous anger while subverting it. In 
doing so she established that women, and Black women 
in particular, should be allowed to express the breadth 
of emotion. She did not wait for permission to do so. 
Jordan recognised that in the aftermath of love there 
can be anger intermingled with pain. The poem ‘Phoenix 
Mystery #1’ uses the theme of fire as a way of coming to 
terms with variations of anger. It is both metaphorical 
and metaphysical.

The thing about fire
is every kind of moving
light
but the fever that enflames
the blood
ignites the air itself
between two stones
and lifts the world
into a crackling and molecular display
as complicated and seductive
as apocalypse
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With a unique dynamism, imagination and verve, Jordan 
mines every facet of what it means to love, love as an 
endlessly complex sentiment. We do it because it gives 
us joy but that is not the only answer. It encourages us 
to embrace the depths of our humanity. I wish I had 
met June Jordan to tell her that I love her. In reading 
this work, I hear her mischievous laughter, picture her 
striking beauty, the swagger of her walk, the surprising 
gentleness of her voice. I see the ways she loved others. 
These incandescent poems are tapestries of emotion that 
illuminate why Jordan had such an indelible impact on 
the literary landscape. Ultimately through her prisms of 
love we conjure our other selves in revelatory ways that 
fashion the world anew.

Irenosen Okojie, November 2022
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xxv

Foreword

What is this thing called love, in the poems of June Jordan, 
artist, teacher, social critic, visionary of human solidarity? 
First of all, it’s a motive; the power Che Guevara was trying 
to invoke in his much-quoted assertion: “At the risk of 
appearing ridiculous … the true revolutionary is moved 
by great feelings of love.” I think also of Paul Nizan: “You 
think you are innocent if you say, ‘I love this woman and 
I want to act in accordance with my love,’ but you are 
beginning the revolution… . You will be driven back: to claim 
the right to a human act is to attack the forces responsible 
for all the misery in the world.” Neither of them, admittedly, 
was claiming the love of a woman for women, the love of a 
man for men, as revolutionary, as a human act.

But the motive is “directed by desire” in Jordan’s poetry, 
and desire is personal, concrete, particular and sensual:

late afternoon and the air
dissolves to luminous and elongated
molecules
a heartfelt mercury as delicate
as compelling
as the melted movements
of your lips
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––––––––

And if I
if I ever let love go
because the hatred and the whispering
became a phantom dictate I o-
bey in lieu of impulse and realities
(the blossoming flamingos of my
wild mimosa trees)
then let love freeze me
out.

I must become
I must become a menace to my enemies.

We are left with the question, Why should feelings 
of love appear politically ridiculous, why would we ever 
assume that private love can have no public meaning, 
or must inevitably be “driven back”? June Jordan’s love 
poems make clear that fragmentation and self-denial are 
impediments both to love and to revolutionary life. In 
the series of “Haruko Poems” opening this book, a lover 
gazes into the rejection she is suffering and refuses it, 
refuses personal humiliation, uses the lens of her anger, 
eroticism, and wit to scrutinize self-hatred, illumine self-
respect, and recruit a mutual dignity from the failures of 
mutual desire:

So do we finally recover side by side 
what we have loved enough to keep 
in spite of passion or love’s sorrow.
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xxvii

In the “Selected Love Poems” – written over twenty-two 
years – Jordan explores many kinds of love, toward herself 
and others, male and female, always within a context of 
trying to bridge “apparent differences of turf,” whether 
of gender or race, of time or place, or of pieces of the 
self. Former lovers can become allies; the connections 
between desire and solidarity become palpable in many 
of these poems.

June Jordan is one of the most musically and 
lyrically gifted poets of the late twentieth century. Her 
extraordinarily tonal, sensuous poems capture moments 
or ways of being which might make love – in many 
dimensions – more possible, more revolution-directed. 
These reflections on love reach through and out beyond 
the personal encounter toward a meaning perhaps best 
enclosed in the last poem in this book:

I am a stranger
learning to worship the strangers
around me

whoever you are 
whoever I may become

Adrienne Rich, June 1993
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Poems For Haruko 
1991–1992
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New Year 
for Haruko

Here comes the dragon!
Here comes the dog!
Here comes the monkey!
Here comes the apple tree!
Here come the apples!
Here come the acolytes!
Here comes the church!
Here come the shoes!
Here comes the drum!
Here comes the rain!
Here come the blues!
Here comes the shark!
Here comes the head!
Here comes the tail!
Here come dumplings in a little tin pail!
Here comes the snow!
Here come the cows!
Here come the clowns!
Here comes the hill!
Here comes the pearl!
Here come the waves!
Here comes the bread!
Here comes the call!

Here comes the dragon! 
Here comes the dog! 
Here come the apples!
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Here come the acolytes! 
Here comes the church! 
Here come the shoes!
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For Haruko

Little moves on sight
blinded by histories
as trivial or expansive
as the rain
seducing light
into a blurred excitement

Then 
she opens 
all of one eye 
as accurate as longing 
as two hands beholden to the hunger 

of green leaves

and
rinsing them back
into regular breath
she who sees
she frees each of these
beggarly events
cleansing them
of dust and other death
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Poem for Haruko

I never thought I’d keep a record of my pain
or happiness
like candles lighting the entire soft lace
of the air
around the full length of your hair/a shower
organized by God
in brown and auburn
undulations luminous like particles
of flame

But now I do
retrieve an afternoon of apricots
and water interspersed with cigarettes
and sand and rocks
we walked across:

How easily you held 
my hand
beside the low tide 
of the world

Now I do
relive an evening of retreat
a bridge I left behind
where all the solid heat
of lust and tender trembling
lay as cruel and as kind
as passion spins its infinite
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tergiversations in between the bitter 
and the sweet

Alone and longing for you 
now I do
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